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SOLVING THE MISTERY OF A RAF-BOMBER
There was a mistake about the fate of ED470 and its crew for a long time. MOD / London and other sources
(Loss Card, Chorley) stated that ED470 went down into the river Rijn/Waal near Bemmel/Huissen south of
Arnhem-The Netherlands.
Some relatives were told their loved ones were lost over Germany (Meachen family) and some others were
told ED470 went down into the River Rijn/Waal. Below part of a letter from MOD to the Heather family
dated 21st July 1986:

The target wasn’t Münster but Ladbergen (Dortmund-Ems Canal) and Sgt. Miller never became a Prisoner of
War (POW) he escaped and was helped by the Dutch Underground stayed six months’ at the “Achterkamp”
farm near Zuidloo in the east of The Netherlands till he was liberated by Canadian Army Forces on April 6th
1945.
AVOG started research already in 1975 and found out that it couldn’t be true that ED470 went down into the
river Rijn/Waal near Arnhem. AVOG was convinced the unknown bomber that came down near Zelhem
during the evening of 23rd September 1944 must have been ED470. AVOG started writing to the local
authorities in 2004 and it was not untill 2013 that all parties involved were willing to carry out a dig and
during October 2013 the project was completed finding the evidence that it was ED470 indeed.

Steelplate originally mounted underneath Pilot’s seat with Number 470 painted and scratched by the
Technical Ground Crew during maintenance.
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During the excavation also the following Rolls Royce engine serial plate was found and experts (former
personnel of the Rolls Royce a/c engine Company) stated that the plate belonged to a RR Merlin 28 engine
and therefore this plate became an additional evidence because ED470 was the only Lanc lost during
23rd/24th September 1944 equipped with Merlin 28 engines.

Therefore eventually the relatives know for sure now where their loved ones came to death.
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± 2500 Kg metal parts etc. were found of ED470
The end of the excavation project became a big frustration for AVOG. As indicated before AVOG started
research on ED470 already in 1975. In 2004 we tried to convince the authorities that at the crash site the
evidence could be found that it was ED470 indeed. It took time till 2012 before an excavation was carried
out by the Dutch Air Force. Letters of relatives gave the last push for the officials to carry out a dig.
The Lancaster project was progressing rapidly in 2013. The Mayor of Bronckhorst set up various issue groups
in January 2013. On behalf of AVOG the secretary took part in the joint consultation with all the other
parties involved also in the Working Group on History and Education. (Educational School project WW II) The
dig itself was planned for October 2013.
Eventually the remains have been excavated indeed in October 2013 and the evidence was found that it was
ED470. Of course we all were glad to learn about that. Unfortunately no human remains were found so
there couldn’t be reburials. During the salvage operation some relatives of the missing crew from England
and USA came along to attend the public days on 19th and 26th October 2013 and they were partly
accompanied by us. Sure there was relief for the relatives to know their loved ones died at Zelhem and not
into the river Waal/Rhine at Bemmel/Huissen near Arnhem during that fatal evening of 23rd September 1944
and the crew in fact doesn’t have the missing status no longer. (MIA)
The entire project itself was carried out prosperous and run flawlessly also the public days were a big success
with approximately 4000 visitors. The end of the project however was very disappointing for AVOG.
Although the plenary meeting of 26 March 2013 agreed and documented in notes on paper that there "had
to be made clear agreements about the materials that should be found" and in the plenary meeting of 16
April 2013 an agreement was established (also documented in notes on paper) that the local administration
of Bronckhorst "should be indicate a place for storage of the materials which will be found" in practice the
officials did act completely contrary to the appointments that were made before with all parties involved.
Almost everyone assumed there would follow another meeting after termination the excavation project in
which would be discussed and decided how the found materials (2500 Kg) would be divided and presented
to in a responsible way.
The salvage project ended 28th October 2013 and immediately after that –within two days– most of the
valuable and during the public days exhibited aircraft parts (apart from some collector items that were kept
by the Salvage Service/Ministry of Defense) – went without further consultation with the other parties–
straight to the local museum Smedekinck at Zelhem and the other a/c parts (± 2000 Kg) were –only decided
by the Salvage Service of the Dutch Air Force and the local administration of Bronckhorst and the Mayor –
immediately pointless destroyed (!) by a shredder contrary to the agreements that had been made.
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There was a big dismay not only for us but also for the other parties that the authorities (municipality of
Bronckhorst and the Salvage Service/Ministry of Defense) did not comply with the agreements that had been
made. Because of this action AVOG was sidelined in an incomprehensible brute and rude way and
unfortunately nothing remained to add to our collection and to hold available as valuable souvenirs for the
relatives. On several occasions we had indicated that we were interested indeed in parts of this unique
material. Our chairman f.i. clearly indicated to the chief of the Salvage Service/Ministry of Defense that
AVOG was interested in parts that were found of the a/c during a private visit on 18th October 2013 –the
same day as the Meachen relatives visited the site.
By this outrageous expiration the Board of our Foundation decided not to cooperate any longer with the
municipality of Bronckhorst and with the Salvage Service of the Dutch Ministry of Defence.
Strange enough they never gave us an explanation for their behaviour.
Especially realizing the many decades of intensive research and efforts we did resulting to this excavation
project we are left with a powerful feeling of discomfort.
It’s sad and simultaneously shocking to learn again that one can’t trust the public authorities.

Peter Monasso – Secretary AVOG Foundation
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